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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
This paper is concerned with the asymptotic formulas giving the behavior of 
solutions tending to zero for x -+ a3 of the equation 
3’# = f(r) 4(Y), (1) 
where f and C$ are positive and continuous on the positive half axis. Such results 
were first proved by Fowler (cf. [l]), where f and 4 are powers of x and y, 
respectively. His method of proof however, (as he stated himself) is not applicable 
even to the slightly more general case when f(x) behaves as a power, i.e., when 
f(x) ,- a-“, x - 03. However, in probability theory and related fields and in 
various branches of analvsis such as asymptotic behavior of integrals, trigonom- 
etric series, analytic functions, etc., asymptotic formulas are obtained by ex- 
ploiting a wide class of functions, including those behaving as powers. This 
is the class of o-regularity varying functions introduced by Karamata [2] 
(originally in Tauberian theorems) and possessing the form 
f(x) = xZ(x) and 443’) = Y%(Y)- 
Real numbers CT and h are called indices of regularity and L(X), L,(y) belong to 
the class of slowly varying functions at infinity and at zero, respectively, intro- 
duced in [2] by 
DEFINITION 1. A positive, continuous function L defined on (a, co) is said 
to be slowly varying at infinity if for all t > 0 
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For example, all positive functions tending to positive constants are slowly 
varying at infinity; this is also true for powers of iterated logarithms, for the 
functions x-l j: (In t)-i dt, In x + sin x, etc. A function g(x) is slowly varying 
at zero if g(l/x) is slowly varying at infinity. 
Since most of the properties of slowly varying functions used here are not 
common tools in the theory of differential equations, we quote these in the 
Appendix as Propositions 1-9. 
In the present paper we derive precise asymptotic formulas for the behavior 
of solutions of (1) when the functions f and 6 are o-regularly varying at infinity 
and at zero, respectively. Moreover we show that the solutions are also o- 
regularly, or especially, slowly varying functions. We prove, in fact, the following 
THEOREK For eeery solution y(x) tending to zero of the equation 
y” = x”L(x) yAL,( y), h > 1, (1”’ \ I 
it holds that: If the inaerse of+(y) = pLl(y) exists, then 
(a) for (T > -2, y(x) is o-regularly Varying at infinity of indeex (c + 2)/ 
(1 - X) and 
yyx)L,(y(x)) - (1 + u + X)(2 + G)(h - I)-“{&“L(x)>-r, x + co, (2) 
(b) for o = -2, y(x) is slowly varying at injkity and 
y-‘(x)Ll(y(x)) - ((A - 1) jax t-IL(t) dt)-I, s--t co. (3) 
Note that for (T < -2 such solutions do not exist in general, due to condition 
(6) given below. For L(x) = 1, L,(y) = 1, formulas (2) and (3) reduce to the 
results of Fowler mentioned above. For L,(y) = 1, formula (2) reduces to a 
result of AvakumoviC [3], and (3) to a result of the authors [4]. 
The natural question of how to obtain asymptotic behavior of solutions y(x) 
by inverting formulas (2) and (3) turns out to be a very difficult one in general 
(but not related to differential equations). Namely, due to the theorem, solutions 
are in fact of the form 
y(;y) = .y(~1;8)l(1-~)L&), (G > -2) or y(xj = L&l”) (G = -3), (4) 
and the slowly varying functions L, and L, are defined by the following implicit 
asymptotic relations, 
L;-l(x) L1(z(uI-8)‘(l-,~)L?(x)} N (1 + X + a)(2 + 0)(X - 1)-2 L-l(w), s + m, (5) 
L;-l(x) L1(LB(X)} w IQ - 1) J; t-IL(t) d-l, .?c+ co. (5”j 
We present here as an illustration the following 
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EXAMPLE. In Eq. (1 *) take 
where fU are real and In, denotes the vth iteration of the logarithm. Then, 
from (5) one derives 
L,(x) - ((1 + (T + h)(2 + a)l-‘l(h - 1)E1-2}1/(/\-1){L(X)L1(1/X)}l’rl-n), II” + co, 
which together with (4) gives the desired precise behavior of solutions for 
x-+ 02: 
y(x) - ((1 + u + h)(2 + a)l-El(h - l)“-“}~‘~~-“{x”+“~(~)L1(l~x)}~‘~~--l\~. 
At this point we may add that the existence of the solutions considered is 
guaranteed, e.g., by the following result of Wong [5]: 
Let t-l+(t) increase; then Eq. (1) h as solutions which tend to zero if and only if 
s m tf(t)dt = co. (6) 
In our case t-lb(t) need not be monotone, so we assume (6) to hold independently. 
2. PROOFS 
The main difficulty is the asymptotic formula (2) in part (a) of the theorem, and 
the method of the proof is to derive-as a first step-an asymptotic estimate for 
yA-IL,(y) expressed by the following inequalities valid, for large X, for any 
solution y(x) of (I*) tending to zero: 
1.c 
0 
ml to+lL(t) dt (7) 
a I 
-l < y”-l(x) L,(y(x)) < m2 (1” tO+L(t) dtl -l, 
a 
0 < fni < nzp < 03, which were proved earlier by the authors [6, 71. Next we 
derive (2) from (7) which, for u > -2, has to be initially rewritten as follows: 
Put 
and 
J(x) = Ia’ (0. + 2) t-l dt lot T=+~L(T) dr (8) 
L*(y) = (L,( y)]l/‘,+l’. 
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By applying Proposition 1 to the right-hand side of (8) one obtains 
J(x) - jaz cv+?L(t) dt, x + co. 
Also, by another application of the same proposition, 
m N g+(x), x -+ co. 
Likewise, due to Proposition 3 with K = 0, one has 
iy~*(37) .- j; x-l dz 1; L*(t) dt, y + 0. 
Hence, using (9) and (10) we rewrite (7) as 
s 
Yh:) 
cJ(xjl ‘(lsA) < z-l dz ‘L*(t) dt < ~J(x)~‘(‘-~), 
0 s 0 
where 0 < cr < ca < co. To derive (2), also put 
s 
Y(X) 
x-l dz 
0 ! 
7 L*(t) dt = c(x) J(+‘+A’, 
where, due to (1 I), 
0 < Cl < C(X) < c, < m, x 3 x0. 
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(9) 
Then-and this is the second essential step in the proof-we show that c(x) 
satisfies another differential equation whose solutions turn out be slowly varying 
functions tending to a constant that can be determined. But then (lo), (12), and 
(9*) will lead to (2). In addition, the following result is needed for the proof. 
LEMMA. For any solution y(x) which tends to zero, of Eq. (1 *) with D > -2, 
there holds 
y’yx) < My”(X) y(x), x >, x0 ) M > 0. 
For the proof see Section 2.2. 
2.1. Proof of the Theorem 
(a) In order to show that the function c(x) defined by (12) satisfies a 
differential equation, we differentiate both sides of (12) twice. Thus, for the 
left-hand side, denoted by F(x), it follows that 
~(~1 _ -y’2(“) fy(X’~*(t) & + ??&*(y) + s /-Y(Z),*(t) dt, 
;y2(x) ‘0 *0 
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or, by applying Proposition 3 to the resulting integrals, 
w,v) = qL*(Y)il + o(l)} + f&b*(,) + J+)L”(y){l + o(l)> 
= yZ”(y){l + o( 1)) + o(y”(X) L*(y) Jo”), 
Due to the lemma, this can be reduced to 
F”(x) = y’%“(y){1 + o(1)). (14) 
Now use differential equation (1 *) to dispose of y” in relation (14), and formulas 
(10) and (12) to dispose ofL*(y), thus obtaining 
F”(x) = x%(x) C”(X) J(x)“WA’(l + o( 1)). 
Formulas (12) and (15) together give 
(1% 
{c(x) J(x)l,-y = Pqx) C^(X) j(X)“/“-“‘{1 + o(1)). 
By taking derivatives and then applying Proposition 1 to J’(X) once, and to 
J(X) twice, it follows that the function c(x), which is bounded because of (13), 
satisfies the differential inequality 
XV(X) - Z(” + 2)(X - l)-rXc’(x){l + o(l)) 
= (cr + 2) c(x)@-‘(x) - [(D + 2)(X - 1))” + (A - I)-‘] + o(l)}, (16) 
where the o( 1) terms denote various functions tending to zero for x + co. From 
(16) one concludes that all solutions c(w) satisfying (13) tend to a limit: For 
sufficiently large X, the maxima of C(X) cannot be at finite distance above the line 
y = ((0 + 2)(X - 1)-g + (A - I)--1}W--1) since in this case, the right-hand 
side of (16) is positive and the left-hand side is nonpositive, due to C’(N) = 0, 
c”(x) ,( 0, for the points in question, since 0 > -2, X > 1 by hypothesis. In 
the same way, the minima of c(x) cannot be at finite distance below that line. 
Hence c(x) is either monotone (and bounded due to (13)) or its extrema tend, 
for x + co, to 
((I7 + 2)(h - 1)-a + (A - l)--1)W--1). 
In both cases C(X) tends to a limit and so is slowly varying due to Definition 1. 
From (lo), (12), and (9”) one concludes that 
y(x)L”(y(x)) - (0 + 2)‘l’“-“C(‘~)(3iu~~(~)~l~(1-~), I+ co. (17) 
The function on the right-hand side of (17) IS o-regularly varying, being of the 
form ,w(~+P)~(~-~)Z~(X), where the function &(x) = (C + 2)1!(“-1)c(~){L(~)>1/(1-“) is 
slowly varying as a product of such ones. Then, by Proposition 7, the function 
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on the left-hand side of (17) p. ( 7) 2 a. , is also o-regularly varying at infinity and of 
the same index On the other hand p,(y) = yL*(3) 7 as a function of y is obviously 
o-regularly varying at zero of index one, as, by Proposition 5, is its inverse phi. 
Hence, applying Proposition 6 to y(x) = &{p2(x)] one obtains that y(x) is 
o-regulariy varying at infinity of index (CT + Z),‘(l - A). 
To complete the proof of part (a) write (17) as 
."("~"'i'"-l'y;lL,(y)L(x) N (u + 2)*:(.~-1),*(,)~~(,)L,(y))l/'l-~~', x+ co. 
Since, by Proposition 6 with g1 = 0, L,(y(x)) is slowly varying, the function 
E(x) = ..~(~+z)l(.~-1)3,*Ll(y)~(x) (W 
is also slowly varying, as follows from Proposition 7. 
Integrating (l*) over (x, IYJ) one obtains, because of y’(a) = 0, 
-y'(x) = xb+h+l)l(l-h) 
1 
m ~‘a+““‘l’l-“q*~) &, (19) 
= 1 
where E(x) is given by (18). The behavior of the above integral is determined by 
Proposition 2, giving 
-y’(x) - X-l 
a+h+1 
xeqn) y*(x) Ll( y(x)), x-+ 33. 
By dividing both sides of the above formula through y;‘&(y) and integrating 
over (n, x) it follows that 
s ~(a) dz X-l y(2) qfq ‘- s = ta+lL(t) dt. 0+x+1 a !W 
Again, apply Proposition 4 to the left-hand integral in (20), and Proposition i 
to the right-hand integral; this gives 
which is equivalent to (2). 
(b) In contrast to part (a), here we first prove that y(s) is slowly varying 
and then derive (3): From 
Y’(X) = j&r t-CL(t) y^(t)L,(y(t)) dt (21) 
due to Propositions 8 and 1, it follows that 
-y’(x) < ilk-?L(x) Y*(X) L,( y(x)) 
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or 
- p$ < ML(x) yA-l(x) L,(y(x)). 
Using the right-hand side inequality in (7) with cr = -2 one gets for large x 
0 < -xy’(r)/y(x) < M~L(“Y)/Z(“Y), 
where I(x) = sz t-lL(t) dt. But L(x)/Z( x -+ 0, x -+ 03, due to Proposition 1, ) 
so that xy’(x)/y(n) + 0, x + 00, and y(x) is sIowly varying due to Proposition 9. 
To derive (3) we now proceed as in part (a), using (21) instead of (19). 
2.2. Proof of the Lemma 
This is an easy consequence of inequalities (7), which, by using (9*), one 
writes as 
m,y(~)(~zy~(x)Ll(~(.h))~-l < 4~) d m,y(x){x2y”(x)Ll{(y(x))}-l. (22) 
The right-hand inequality in (22) is the used to majorize the integral in 
~‘~(4 = jm t”L(t) y”(t)L,(y(t))(--y), z 
obtained from (I *) by multiplying through y’ and integrating over (x, “o); this 
leads to 
y'*(x) < Ml j" @y(t)(-dy) 
z 
< A$-zyyx>. 
On the other hand, the left-hand inequality in (22) is equivalent to 
so that by (23) 
y”(X) < ~p”L(x) p(x) L,(y(x)) Y(X), 
and the lemma follows because of (1 *). 
APPENDIX 
Here we summarize the necessary properties of slowly varying functions 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(23) 
j 
32 
t”L(t) dt .- (5 + 1)-l x~+lL(x), x--P co, 5 > -1. 
R 
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This is one of the basic properties of slowly varying functions. For (T = -I, 
Z(x) = J; t-X(t) dt is a new slowly vaqing function and such that L(x)c)lZ(x) + 0, 
x -+ co (Karamata [2]; cf. [Q, p. 631). 
PROPOSITION 2. If for some rl > 0, Jy: tq ( f (t)l dt < CG, then 
JQXf(t)L(xtjdt-L(x)/af(t)dt, x--t az. 
a 
This is a nontrivial generalization of Proposition 1 (AIjanEiC, et al. [8]; cf. 
[Q, P. 6311. 
PROPOSITION 3. 
s 
’ t%(t) dt - (K + l)-“yKf?L(y), y --> 0, K > -1. 
0 
This is an analog of Proposition 1 for L(t) defined at point zero (defined at 
infinity in Proposition 1). 
PROPOSITION 4. 
ra 0 FL t dt N (-K - l)-lyK+lL(yj, y - 0, K <- 1. 
‘Y 
This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2 (and also Proposition 3j. 
PROPOSITION 5. If q(x) is o-regularly val-ying of index (3 > 0, then its imerse 
(if it exists) is also o-regularly varying and of index I /CJ [2]. 
PROPOSITION 6. If botlz ql(x) and qz(x) are o-regularly varying of index o‘l , 
oTe , respectively, then the function ql(qz(x)} is also o-regularly varying and of 
indery CT~CT~ . In that, qz(x) is assumed to tend either to injkity or to zero depemling 
on which of the tmo points ql(x) is de$ned in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 7. If g(x) behaves as an o-regularly varying function, i.e., if 
g(x) .w x”L(x), x 4 cn, then g(x) is an o-regularly varying function of inde.v a, 
i.e., g(x) = x%*(x), where in general L(x) f L*(x) but L(x) -L*(x), x - 00. 
This follows from g(x) X+ N L(x) and Definition 1. 
PROPOSITION 8. Sn o-regularly varying function is aknost nrmotone. 
(Almost increasing means that x1 < x, implies g(xr) < Mg(x,) for some 
M > I; the same for the other case [9, p. 52-j. 
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PROPOSITION 9. If &(x)/y(x) --f 0, x + 00, tlzen y(x) is slowly varying at 
in$nity [9, p. 71. 
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